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Lower Bounds for Pinning Lines by Balls
Résumé : Une droite ℓ est une transversale à une famille F de onvexes de Rd
si elle oupe haque membre de F . Dans et artile, nous montrons que pour
tout entier d ≥ 3, il existe une famille de 2d−1 boules disjointes de même rayon
dans R
d
sans droite transversale et telle que toute sous-famille de taille 2d− 2
admet une droite transversale. Cela répond à une question de Danzer de 1957.
Mots-lés : Géométrie Disrète, Transversales Géométriques, Théorèmes à la
Helly
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1 Introdution
A straight line that intersets every member of a family F of ompat onvex
sets in R
d
is alled a line transversal to F . An important problem in geomet-
ri transversal theory is to give suient onditions on F that guarantee the
existene of a transversal. As an example onsider the following result due to
Danzer [3℄.
Theorem (Danzer, 1957). A family F of pairwise disjoint ongruent disks in
the plane has a transversal if and only if every subfamily of F of size at most 5
has a transversal.
Simple examples show that the disjointness or ongruene an not be dropped,
nor an the number 5 be redued. Danzer's theorem has been very inuential
on geometri transversal theory. In 1958, Grünbaum [8℄ showed that the same
result holds when ongruent disks is replaed by translates of a square, and
onjetured that the result holds also for families of disjoint translates of an
arbitrary planar onvex body. This long-standing onjeture was nally proven
by Tverberg [12℄ after partial results were obtained by Kathalski [11℄.
Theorem (Tverberg, 1989). A family F of pairwise disjoint translates of a
ompat onvex set in the plane has a transversal if and only if every subfamily
of F of size at most 5 has a transversal.
In a dierent diretion, Danzer's theorem was reetly generalized by the
present authors together with S. Petitjean [2℄. This is a higher-dimensional
analogue of Danzer's theorem, and it solves a problem whih dates bak to
Danzer's original artile.
Theorem (Cheong-Goao-Holmsen-Petitjean, 2008). A family F of disjoint
ongruent balls in R
d
has a transversal if and only if every subfamily of size at
most 4d− 1 has a transversal.
It should be noted that there are examples whih show that Tverberg's
theorem does not extend to dimensions greater than two [10℄. The theorem
just stated provides an upper bound on the Helly-number for line transversals
to disjoint ongruent balls in R
d
. However, a missing piee in this partiular
line of researh has been a mathing lower bound, a problem whih again dates
bak to Danzer's original artile. The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. For every d ≥ 3, there exists a family of disjoint ongruent balls
in R
d
whih does not have a transversal but where every subfamily of size at
most 2d− 2 has a transversal.
Thus the Helly-number for line transversals to disjoint unit balls in R
d
is
determined up to a fator of 2.
The ruial idea for the proof of Theorem 1 is the notion of a pinning, whih
was also used in [2℄. Intuitively, a line transversal l to a family F is pinned if
every line l′ suiently lose to, but distint from l fails to be transversal to
F . In [2℄ we showed that if a line is pinned by a family F of disjoint balls then
there is a subfamily G ⊂ F of size at most 2d − 1 suh that l is pinned by G.
Here we will show that there exists minimal pinning onguration of disjoint
(ongruent) balls in R
d
of size 2d − 1. By this we mean a family of 2d − 1
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disjoint balls with a unique transversal l whih is pinned but where no proper
subfamily pins l. Theorem 1 then follows by slightly shrinking eah member of
the pinning onguration about its enter.
There are many surveys that over geometri transversal theory, among oth-
ers [4, 5, 7, 13℄. For detailed information on the transversal properties to families
of disjoint balls the reader should onsult [6℄.
2 Existene of stable pinnings
Let F be a family of ompat onvex sets in Rd. The set T(F) of all line
transversals to F forms a subspae of the ane Grassmanian, whih is alled
the spae of transversals to F . A set F pins (or is a pinning of) a line ℓ if ℓ is
an isolated point of T(F); we also say that ℓ is pinned by F , or that the pair
(F , ℓ) is a pinning onguration. If F pins ℓ and no proper subset of F does,
then F is a minimal pinning of ℓ. A minimal pinning onguration onsisting
of pairwise disjoint balls in R
d
has size at most 2d−1 [1, 2℄. Our goal is to show
that this onstant is best possible in all dimensions.
Theorem 2. For any d ≥ 2, there exists a minimal pinning by 2d− 1 disjoint
ongruent balls in R
d
.
A pinning onguration (F , ℓ) onsisting of disjoint balls B1, . . . , Bn in Rd
is stable if there exists an ε > 0 suh that any onguration F ′ = {B′1, . . . , B
′
n},
where the enter of B′i has distane at most ε from the enter of Bi and B
′
i is
tangent to ℓ, is also a pinning of ℓ.
Pinning patterns. A halfplane pattern is a sequene H = (H1, . . . , Hn) of
halfplanes in R
2
bounded by lines through the origin. A halfplane pattern is a
pinning pattern if no two halfplanes are bounded by the same line, and if for
every direted line ℓ not meeting the origin and interseting eah halfplane there
exist indies i < j suh that ℓ exits Hj before entering Hi.
We rst observe that pinning patterns are invariant under small perturba-
tions of the halfplanes (that is, if eah halfplane is rotated about the origin by a
suiently small angle). More preisely, two halfplane patterns are equivalent
with respet to the pinning pattern property if the yli order of the halfplane
boundaries and their orientation is the same, or, equivalently, if the yli order
of the inward and outward normals of the halfplanes is idential.
Let ni ∈ S1 denote the outward normal of Hi (throughout the paper, we let
S
d−1
denote the set of unit vetors or, equivalently, diretions in R
d
). We all
a halfplane pattern of ve halfplanes a σ5-pattern if the outward and inward
normals appear in the order (see Figure 1)
n1,−n3, n5, n2,−n4,−n1, n3,−n5,−n2, n4.
It is easy (but a bit tedious) to verify manually that any σ5-pattern is a pinning
pattern. We will give a somewhat more elegant argument below, but let us rst
understand the signiane of this fat.
Stable pinnings from pinning patterns. The existene of a pinning pat-
tern in the plane allows us to prove the existene of a stable pinning of a line
by ve disjoint balls in R
3
.
INRIA
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H1
H3
H5H2
H4
n1
n3
n5
n2
n4
Figure 1: A σ5-patterns, as an arrangement of halfplanes through the origin (left)
and as a yli order of outward and inword normals on S
1
(right).
Let C = (B1, . . . , Bn) be a sequene of balls tangent to a direted line ℓ,
whih touhes the balls in the order B1, . . . , Bn. We hoose a oordinate system
where ℓ is the positive z-axis. Projeting ball Bi on the xy-plane results in a
disk whose boundary ontains the origin; we let Hi denote the halfplane (in the
xy-plane) ontaining this disk and bounded by its tangent in the origin. We all
the halfplane pattern H = (H1, . . . , Hn) the projetion of C along ℓ.
Lemma 1. Let C be a sequene of disjoint balls in R3 touhing a line ℓ in the
order of the sequene. If the projetion of C along ℓ is a pinning pattern, then
C is a pinning of ℓ.
Proof. We show that no line other than ℓ intersets the members of C =
(B1, . . . , Bn) in the same order, implying that ℓ is pinned by C. Let H =
(H1, . . . , Hn) be the projetion of C, and assume that suh a line g exists. If
g is neither parallel nor meets ℓ, its projetion g′ on the xy-plane does not
go through the origin. Sine g meets eah Bi, g
′
intersets eah halfplane Hi.
Sine H is a pinning pattern, there must then be indies i < j suh that g′ exits
Hj before entering Hi. But this implies that g must interset Bj before Bi, a
ontradition.
If g is parallel to ℓ then its projetion on the xy-plane is a point lying
in
⋂
1≤i≤nHi. Sine H is a pinning pattern, this intersetion must have empty
interior as otherwise any line pointing into the setor and not meeting the origin
does not exit any halfplane; as no two halplanes in H are bounded by the same
line, we get
⋂
1≤i≤nHi = {O}, and so g is ℓ, a ontradition.
If g meets ℓ, we argue that there exists a line that intersets the balls in the
same order as ℓ and is neither parallel to nor seant with ℓ, whih brings us
bak to the rst ase above. Speially, let si be a segment joining a point in
Bi∩ ℓ and a point in Bi∩g and g1 a line through g∩ ℓ and the interior of one of
the si. Sine g and ℓ interset the balls in the same order, so does g1. If no si
is redued to a single point, g1 intersets the open balls and an be perturbed
into the desired line. If some si is redued to a single point, that point is g ∩ ℓ
and g1 meets every other segment in its interior; we an thus translate g1 to (i)
keep interseting all balls other than Bi, (ii) move loser to the enter of Bi and
(iii) stop interseting ℓ; this yields the desired line.
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In fat, we an strengthen the lemma as follows.
Lemma 2. Let C be a sequene of disjoint balls in R3 touhing a line ℓ in order
of the sequene. If the projetion of C along ℓ is a pinning pattern, then C is a
stable pinning of ℓ.
Proof. Consider moving the enter of a ball Bi in the olletion C. In the proje-
tion H, the halfplane Hi remains unhanged or rotates about the origin. Sine
we observed above that pinning patterns are invariant under suiently small
rotations of eah halfplane, the resulting olletion is a pinning by Lemma 1.
And so C is a stable pinning of ℓ.
σ5-patterns are pinning patterns. The following lemma haraterizes pin-
ning patterns.
1
In addition to proving that σ5-patterns are pinning patterns,
we have used a higher-dimensional version of the suient ondition to experi-
mentally nd pinning patterns in R
3
.
Lemma 3. A halfplane pattern H is a pinning pattern if and only if for any
diretion u ∈ S1 there exist indies i < j < k suh that {ni, nj, nk} positively
span
2
the plane, 〈u, ni〉 < 0, and 〈u, nk〉 > 0.
Proof. A direted line with diretion u exits halfplane Hi if and only if 〈u, ni〉 >
0 and enters Hi if and only if 〈u, ni〉 < 0. We rst prove that the ondition
implies that H is a pinning pattern. Let g be a line not meeting the origin
and meeting eah Hi, let u be its diretion, and let i < j < k be a triple
satisfying the onditions. Sine {ni, nj , nk} positively span the plane, we have
Hi ∩Hj ∩Hk = {0}. As g does not ontain the origin, g∩Hj and g∩ (Hi ∩Hk)
are disjoint. From 〈u, ni〉 < 0 and 〈u, nk〉 > 0, we get that g enters Hi and exits
Hk. We are thus in one of three ases: (i) g does not interset Hi ∩Hk, and so
exits Hk before entering Hi, (ii) g intersets Hi ∩Hk before Hj , and thus exits
Hk before entering Hj , or (iii) g intersets Hi ∩Hk after Hj , and thus exits Hj
before entering Hi. In eah of these ases, g exits Hu before entering Hv for
some u < v. Sine this holds for any line g not ontaining the origin, it follows
that H is a pinning pattern.
We now prove the other impliation. Assume thatH is a pinning pattern and
let u be a diretion. We let g1 and g2 be two lines with diretion u suh that the
origin lies in between these two lines. Sine H is a pinning pattern, there exist
indies a < b and α < β suh that g1 exits Hb before entering Ha, and g2 exits
Hβ before entering Hα. Assume rst that no two elements in {a, b, α, β} are
equal and onsider the arrangement of {Ha, Hb, Hα, Hβ}; up to exhanging the
roles of g1 and g2, we are in one of the situations (i)(iii) depited in Figure 2.
In eah ase, we give an unordered triple of indies whose halfplanes have outer
normals that positively span the plane (or, equivalently, interset in exatly the
origin):
 In situation (i), the triple is (a, α, β) if a < α and (α, β, b) otherwise,
 In situation (ii), the triple is (a, β, b) if a < β and (α, β, b) otherwise,
1
The neessary ondition is atually not used in this paper, and only inluded for om-
pleteness
2
The vetors {v1, . . . , vk} positively span the plane if any vetor in R
2
an be written as a
linear ombination of the vi with non-negative oeients.
INRIA
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 In situation (iii), the triple is (a, α, β) if a < α and (α, a, b) otherwise.
Hb
g1 g2
HaHα
Hβ
(ii) (iii)
g1 g2
Ha
Hb
Hβ
Hα
(i)
Ha
g1 g2
Hb
Hα
Hβ
Figure 2: The three possible situations for Ha,Hb,Hα and Hβ.
The smallest element must belong to {a, α} and the largest to {b, β}. Sine
g1 and g2 enters (resp. exit) Ha and Hα (resp. Hb and Hβ), it follows that
u makes a negative (resp. positive) dot produt with the outer normal of the
halfplane with lowest (resp. highest) index; this implies the ondition.
Consider now the ase where {a, α, b, β} are not all distint. Sine g2 exits
Hb after entering Ha, at least three elements of {a, b, α, β} are pairwise distint;
for the same reasons as above, this triple of indies satises the ondition.
Lemma 4. Any σ5-pattern is a pinning pattern.
Proof. There are four triples of indies of outer normals in a σ5-pattern that
positively span the plane: {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4} and {3, 4, 5}. Figure 3
shows, for eah triple, the interval of diretions that enter the rst and exit the
last member. The union of these (open) intervals overs S
1
. By Lemma 3, suh
a pattern is a pinning pattern.
H1
H
3
H
5H
2
H
4
123 135
2
3
4
3
4
5
Figure 3: A σ5-pattern satises the ondition of Lemma 3.
Combining Lemmas 2 and 4 we obtain:
Theorem 3. There exist sequenes of ve disjoint ongruent balls in R
3
that
are stable pinnings.
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Higher dimensions. We now show the existene of stable pinnings by nite
families of disjoint balls in arbitrary dimension.
Theorem 4. For any d ≥ 2, there exists a stable pinning of a line by nitely
many disjoint ongruent balls in R
d
.
Proof. Let ℓ be the xd-axis in R
d
and let Γ be the spae of all three-dimensional
ats ontaining ℓ. The natural homeomorphism between Γ and the spae of
two-dimensional linear subspaes of R
d−1
implies that Γ is ompat.
For every T ∈ Γ we an onstrut a quintuple QT of disjoint balls in Rd
tangent to ℓ suh that their restrition to T projets along ℓ to a σ5-pattern.
By onstrution, QT pins ℓ in T . By ontinuity, there exists a neighborhood NT
of T in Γ suh that QT pins ℓ in any T
′ ∈ NT . The union of all NT overs Γ.
Sine Γ is ompat, there exists a nite sub-family {T1, . . . , Tn} suh that the
union of the NTi over Γ. Let C denote the union of the QTi .
By onstrution, C is a nite olletion of balls suh that the intersetion of
C with any 3-at T ∈ Γ is a stable pinning of ℓ in T . Let ε > 0 be suh that any
olletion C′ obtained by perturbing C by at most ε remains a pinning of ℓ in
eah T ∈ Γ. If suh a perturbation C′ of C does not pin ℓ then there is another
transversal ℓ′ of C′ in Rd with the same order. There is a three-dimensional
ane subspae T ontaining both ℓ and ℓ′. Sine the set of line transversals
with a xed ordering on family of disjoint balls is onneted [2℄, this implies that
ℓ is not pinned by C′ ∩ T in T , and sine T ∈ Γ this is a ontradition. Thus,
any suh perturbation C′ pins ℓ in Rd, implying that C is a stable pinning.
Finally, we observe that we an replae a ball B ∈ C touhing ℓ in point p by
moving the enter of B on the segment towards p. Sine this does not hange
the halfplane pattern in the projetion, C remains a stable pinning, and so we
an hoose C to onsist of pairwise disjoint ongruent balls.
By further shrinking the balls, we ould even enfore that any two are sep-
arated by a hyperplane orthogonal to ℓ.
3 The size of stable pinnings
In this setion, we will show that families of k < 2d− 1 balls annot be stable
pinnings of a line in R
d
. Instead of balls, we will work with simpler objets
we all sreens (half-hyperplanes orthogonal to the line to be pinned), and the
lower bound we obtain will arry over to balls.
Sreens and lines. Let ℓ be the positively oriented xd-axis in R
d
. For λ ∈ R
and diretion vetor n ∈ Sd−2, onsider the set
S(λ, n) := {(x, λ) ∈ Rd | x ∈ Rd−1, 〈n, x〉 ≤ 0},
where the notation (a, b) denotes a vetor whose oordinates are obtained as
the onatenation of the oordinates of the vetors a and b.
We all S(λ, n) a sreen. A sreen is a (d − 1)-dimensional halfspae of a
hyperplane orthogonal to ℓ; the sreen S(λ, n) is tangent to ℓ in the point (0, λ).
We identify S = R× Sd−2 with the spae of all possible sreens.
INRIA
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Consider now the spae L of lines not orthogonal to ℓ. Any line in L must
interset the planes xd = 0 and xd = 1. We identify L with R
2d−2
by identifying
the line meeting the points (u0, 0) and (u1, 1) with the point (u0, u1) ∈ R2d−2.
For (λ, n) ∈ S, let H(λ, n) ⊂ L denote the set of those lines g ∈ L that
interset S(λ, n).
Lemma 5. For (λ, n) ∈ S, the set H(λ, n) is the halfspae of R2d−2 through
the origin with outer normal Φ(λ, n) := ((1 − λ)n, λn).
Proof. The line (u0, u1) ∈ L intersets the hyperplane xd = λ in the point
((1 − λ)u0 + λu1, λ). This point lies in S(λ, n) if and only if
〈n, (1− λ)u0 + λu1〉 ≤ 0,
and sine
〈n, (1− λ)u0 + λu1〉 = 〈(1 − λ)n, u0〉+ 〈λn, u1〉 = 〈((1 − λ)n, λn), (u0, u1)〉
the lemma follows.
Let N ⊂ R2d−2 denote the set of vetors Φ(λ, n), for some (λ, n) ∈ S.
The funtion Φ is a biontinuous bijetion from S to N, and so S and N are
homeomorphi. In partiular, N is loally homeomorphi to Rd−1, and so N is
a (d − 1)-dimensional manifold in R2d−2. We need to argue that it is nowhere
ontained in a hyperplane, that is, that there is no neighborhood of a point in
N that is ontained in a hyperplane.
Lemma 6. N is nowhere loally ontained in a hyperplane of L.
Proof. We assume, by way of ontradition, that N is ontained in a hyperplane
in a neighborhood of the point Φ(λ, n) = ((1−λ)n, λn). Let this hyperplane be
〈(a, b), (u0, u1))〉 = c, where a, b ∈ Rd−1 and c ∈ R. This means that for ε ∈ R
suiently small and η ∈ Sd−2 suiently lose to n,
〈(a, b), ((1 − λ− ε)η, (λ+ ε)η)〉 = c.
Separating out the terms with ε, we obtain
〈(a, b), ((1− λ)η, λη〉 + ε〈b− a, η〉 = c.
Sine this holds for any ε small enough, we must have 〈b − a, η〉 = 0. Sine no
neighborhood on S
d−2
an lie in a hyperplane, it follows that b = a. We thus
have
〈a, (1 − λ)η + λη〉 = c,
whih implies 〈a, η〉 = c. Again, no neighborhood on Sd−2 lies in a hyperplane,
a ontradition.
Strit transversals to sreens. Given a family F ⊂ S of k sreens, a line
g ∈ L is a strit transversal of F if it meets the relative interior of eah sreen.
Reall that the line ℓ meets every sreen of F , but sine ℓ only touhes their
boundary, it is not a strit transversal. If g ∈ L is a strit transversal of F , then
any line g′ ∈ L suiently lose to g must also be a strit transversal. Indeed,
F has a strit transversal if and only if the intersetion of the halfspaes H(λ, n)
for S(λ, n) ∈ F has non-empty interior.
RR n° 6961
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Lemma 7. Let F be a family of k ≤ 2d−2 sreens. If F has no strit transver-
sal, then the k normals Φ(λ, n), for (λ, n) ∈ F , are linearly dependent.
Proof. If F has no strit transversal, then the intersetion of the halfspaes
H(λ, n) for (λ, n) ∈ F has empty interior. However, the intersetion of k ≤
2d − 2 halfspaes through the origin in R2d−2 an have empty interior only if
the outward normals of the halfspaes are linearly dependent. It follows that
the normals Φ(λ, n), for (λ, n) ∈ F , are linearly dependent.
We an represent
3
a family of m sreens as a point in Sm. Let Xm ⊂ Sm
be the spae of those families F of m sreens that have a subfamily F ′ ⊆ F of
at most 2d− 2 sreens with no strit transversal.
Lemma 8. Xm ⊂ Sm has empty interior.
Proof. Let F be a family in Xm. We perturb F , element by element, into a
family F ′ with no subset of at most 2d − 2 sreens with linearly dependent
vetors. The rst element of F need not be hanged. Assume we already
perturbed the rst i elements of F . Every subset of at most 2d − 3 among
these i already xed normals span a linear subspae of L. By Lemma 6, N lies
nowhere loally inside a hyperplane or, sine it is a d−1-manifold, loally inside
a nite union of hyperplanes. Thus we an hoose the (i+ 1)th element outside
of eah of these subspaes, and by indution obtain the desired perturbation of
F .
A neessary ondition for pinning Consider now a olletion C of balls
tangent to the line ℓ (still assumed to be the xd-axis). If (p, λ) is the enter of
ball B ∈ C, we onsider the sreen S(B) = S(λ,−p/||p||). This sreen touhes
ℓ in the same point that B does, and its boundary is ontained in the tangent
hyperplane to B at this point.
Lemma 9. Let C be a olletion of balls tangent to ℓ. If the family of sreens
F := {S(B) | B ∈ C} has a strit transversal, then C does not pin ℓ.
Proof. If F has a strit transversal, then the halfspaes H(λ, n) for (λ, n) ∈ F
interset with non-empty interior. This implies that there exists a segment
τ in L with one endpoint at the origin and whih is, exept for that point,
ontained in the interior of eah halfspae H(λ, n).
Consider moving a line g ∈ L along τ . The trae of g on the hyperplane
xd = λ is a straight segment. Sine τ lies in the interior of H(λ, n), this trae lies
in the relative interior of S(λ, n). But this implies that if we make τ suiently
short, the trae also lies in the interior of eah ball B. It is therefore possible
to move a line g, starting with g = ℓ, while interseting eah ball B. It follows
that C is not a pinning of ℓ.
We now obtain the desired lower bound on the size of stable pinning ong-
urations of balls:
Theorem 5. Any pinning of a line by k ≤ 2d− 2 balls in Rd is instable.
3
Note that this is not a bijetion as not every point in S
m
represents a set of distint
sreens.
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Proof. Let C be a pinning of ℓ. Let F := {S(B) | B ∈ C} be the orresponding
family of sreens. By Lemma 9, F does not have a strit transversal, and
so F ∈ Xk. By Lemma 8, Xk has empty interior, and so we an nd F ′ ∈
Sk \Xk arbitrarily lose to F . Sine F ′ an be realized as the set of sreens of
a perturbation of C, the theorem follows.
4 Consequenes
Lower bound for minimal pinnings. Theorem 2 follows immediately from
Theorem 4 and the following lemma:
Lemma 10. If C is a stable pinning of a line by nitely many balls in Rd, then
there exist minimal pinnings of ℓ by 2d− 1 balls arbitrarily lose to some subset
of C of size 2d− 1.
Proof. Let m denote the number of balls in C, and let F := {S(B) | B ∈ C} be
the orresponding family of sreens. Sine Xm ⊂ Sm has empty interior, we an
nd a family F ′ ⊂ Sm\Xm arbitrarily lose to F . Let C′ be the orrespondingly
perturbed family of balls.
By denition of Xm and Lemma 9, no subfamily of at most 2d − 2 balls of
C′ is a pinning. However, any minimal pinning of a line by disjoint balls in Rd
has size at most 2d− 1 [2℄, so there must be a subfamily C′′ ⊂ C′ of 2d− 1 balls
that is minimally pinning.
Helly number for transversals to disjoint unit balls. Hadwiger's transver-
sal theorem [9℄ an be extended to families of disjoint balls in arbitrary dimen-
sion [1, 2℄: a family F of disjoint balls in Rd has a line transversal if and only
if there is an ordering on F suh that every hd members have a line transversal
onsistent with that ordering. The smallest suh onstant hd is at most 2d and
at least the size of the largest minimal pinning family of disjoint balls in R
d
;
Theorem 2 implies that this number is 2d − 1 or 2d. Similarly, we obtain that
2d − 1 is a lower bound for the Helly number of the generalization of Helly's
theorem to sets of transversals to disjoint (unit) balls.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that there exists a stable
pinning of a line ℓ by nitely many disjoint unit balls in Rd suh that any two
balls an be separated by a hyperplane orthogonal to ℓ. Lemma 10 now implies
that there exists a minimal pinning F of a line ℓ by 2d − 1 disjoint unit balls
in R
d
suh that any line interseting a subset of the balls does so in an order
onsistent with the geometri permutation indued by ℓ. Sine F is a pinning
of ℓ by disjoint balls, F has no other transversal onsistent with the geometri
permutation indued by ℓ. The statement then follows in the ase of open balls.
Reduing the radii of the balls slightly gives a similar onstrution for losed
balls.
5 Final remarks
Our lower bound onstrution is hardly eetive, given its use of the ompat-
ness of the set of 3-spaes through a xed line; atually onstruting minimal
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pinnings of size 2d − 1 (or any given size) seems hallenging. Another natural
question is whether any of the results obtained for pinning lines by disjoint balls
extend to more general pinnings, for instane pinnings of lines by (disjoint) on-
vex sets. In that diretion, little is known, not even whether the size of minimal
pinnings is bounded by a funtion of d.
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